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Abstract
Analysis of long sentences are source of problems in advanced applications such as machine translation. With the aim of solving these
problems in advanced applications, we have analysed long sentences of two corpora written in Standard Basque in order to make syntactic
simplification. The result of this analysis leads us to design a proposal to produce shorter sentences out of long ones. In order to perform
this task we present an architecture for a text simplification system based on previously developed general coverage tools (giving them a
new utility) and on hand written rules specific for syntactic simplification. Being Basque an agglutinative language this rules are based
on morphological features. In this work we focused on specific phenomena like appositions, finite relative clauses and finite temporal
clauses. The simplification proposed does not exclude any target audience, and the simplification could be used for both humans and
machines. This is the first proposal for Automatic Text simplification and opens a research line for the Basque language in NLP.

1. Introduction
Automatic Text Simplification (TS) is a NLP task which
aims to simplify texts so that they are more accessible, on
one hand, among others to people who learn foreign lan-
guages (Petersen and Ostendorf, 2007); (Burstein, 2009) or
people with disabilities (Carroll et al., 1999); (Max, 2005).
And, on the other hand, it is useful for advanced NLP ap-
plications such us machine translation, Q&A systems or
dependency parsers (Chandrasekar et al., 1996). In either
cases, it is of prime importance to keep the meaning of orig-
inal text, or at least trying not to lose information.
TS systems and architectures have been proposed for lan-
guages like English (Siddharthan, 2006), Portuguese (Can-
dido et al., 2009), Swedish (Rybing et al., 2010), and there
is ongoing work for Arabic (Al-Subaihin and Al-Khalifa,
2011) and Spanish (Saggion et al., 2011). Considering the
advantages that these systems offer, we will explain here
the architecture for a TS system based on the linguistic
approach done so far for the Basque language, an aggluti-
native free-order language, in which grammatical relations
between components within a clause are represented by suf-
fixes.
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we ex-
plain briefly the linguistic typology of Basque associated
to our problem. After that, in section 3 we present the cor-
pora we have used. In section 4 we explain the process to
simplify we propose and after it our architecture in section
5. The syntactic simplification proposals of the phenomena
we have treated will be explained in section 6 and in section
7 we will expose this process by means of an example. We
will finish the paper with the conclusion in section 8.

2. Typology of Basque
Basque is not an Indo-European language and differs con-
siderably in grammar from the languages spoken in sur-
rounding regions. It is, indeed, an agglutinative head-final
pro-drop isolated language. The case system is ergative-
absolutive. Due to its rich morphology, we have to take into
account the structure of words (morphological analysis) to
achieve this simplification task.

Basque displays a rich inflectional morphology. Indeed, it
provides information about the case (Absolutive, Ergative
or Dative) on either synthetic or auxiliary verbs. Basque
declarative sentences are composed of a verb and its ar-
guments and they can contain postpositional phrases too.
The inflected verb is either synthetic or periphrastic. The
synthetic (noa) in (1) is only composed by a word and it
contains all the lexical and inflective information. The pe-
riphrastic (joan nintzen) in (2) is composed, however, of
two (or three) words: main verb with lexical and aspect
information and auxiliary verb containing agreement mor-
phemes, tense and modality (Laka, 1996).

(1) Etxera
House-ALL

noa
go-1SG.PUNTUAL

’I go home’

(2) Etxera
House-ALL

joan
go-PRF AUX-1SG

nintzen

’I went home’

In order to build subordinating clauses we attach comple-
mentisers1 (comp) to the part of the verb containing inflec-
tion information. After the complementiser -(e)n in (3)( it is
both past and comp) suffixes can be attached -(e)an-INE)2

(3) Etxera
House-ALL

joan
go-PRF

nintzenean
aux-1SG.COMP.INE

’When I went home’

The canonical element order is Sub Dat Obj Verb, but it can
be easily changed according to the focus. Adjuncts can be
placed everywhere in the sentence and arguments are often
elided (pro-drop). The order changes in negative sentences
as well. Let us see the first sentence in negative in (4).

1In sense of a morpheme which introduces all types of subor-
dinating clauses

2INE=inessive(locative), ALL=allative, PRF=perfective



(4) Ez
not

noa
go-1SG.PUNTUAL

etxera
House-ALL

’I’m not going home’

3. Corpora analysis
We have used two corpora for this task: EPEC:
Euskararen Prozesamendurako Errenferentzia Corpusa-
Reference Corpus for the Processing of Basque (Aduriz et
al., 2006a) and Consumer corpus (Alcázar, 2005).
EPEC corpus contains 300 000 words written in Standard
Basque and it is tagged at morphological, syntactical levels
(dependency-trees) (Aranzabe, 2008), and semantic level:
word senses according to Basque WordNet and Basque
Semcor (Agirre et al., 2006) and thematic roles in (Aldez-
abal et al., 2010). It is being tagged too at the prag-
matic level: discourse markers (Iruskieta et al., 2011) and
anaphora (Aduriz et al., 2006b).
Consumer corpus3 is used in machine translation since the
texts it contains are written in four languages (Spanish,
Basque, Catalonian and Galician). It is a specialised cor-
pus, compliling texts published the consumer magazine:
critics, product comparison and so on.
The main characteristic of those corpora is that they contain
authentic text.
In order to study the structures that should be simplified in
Basque, to get better results in advanced application such as
machine translation, we have taken the longest sentences
from both corpora. We based our hypothesis on the re-
sults obtained by the machine translation system developed
in our group when translating sentences of different length
(Labaka, 2010). The results show that, the longer sentence
longer, the higher error rate in Basque Spanish translation
(table 1). The error rate used for scoring the results is
HTER (Human-targeted Translation Error Rate) (Snover et
al., 2006).

Words per sentence 0-5 0-10 10-20 > 20
Sentences in corpora 5 41 100 59

HTER 17,65 28,57 32,54 49,16

Table 1: Sentence length and error rate in MT

Taking into account the results of the analysis of both cor-
pora, we show in table 2 the sentence number we have
treated in the corpora analysis and number that should be
simplified, since they are complex sentences (with one or
more complementisers). The third and fourth lines show
the number of words that the longest and the shortest sen-
tences we have in both corpora.

4. Simplification Process
The simplification process illustrates the operations that
should be done and the steps we follow in order to produce
simple sentences out of long sentences. Some of the op-
erations we make have already been proposed in other TS
works for other languages (Siddharthan, 2006) and (Aluı́sio
et al., 2008).
In what follows we explain the operations considered:

3http://corpus.consumer.es/corpus/

EPEC Consumer
Long sentences 595 196

Complex sentences 488 173
Words/longest sentence 138 63
Words/shortest sentence 14 22

Table 2: Number of sentences and sentence length in Cor-
pora

1. Spliting: Make as many new sentences as clauses out
of the original.

2. Reconstruction: Two operations take place:

(a) Removing no longer needed morphological fea-
tures like complementisers (comp). Being
Basque an agglutinative language we have to re-
move parts of words and not a whole word in case
of finite verbs.

(b) Adding new elements like adverbs or para-
phrases. The main goal is to maintain the mean-
ing.

3. Reordering: Reorder the elements in the new sen-
tences, and ordering the sentences in the text.

4. Adequation and Correction: Correct the possible
grammar and spelling mistakes, and fix punctuation
and capitalisation.

This process will be ilustrated in section 7 by means of an
example.

5. System Architecture
In this section we will present the architecture of the system
we propose (see figure 1) to perform the steps mentioned in
section 4. Having as input the text to be simplified, we
distinguish different steps in our process:

1. The first step will be to evaluate the complexity of the
text by means of a system already developed by our
group for the auto-evaluation of essays Idazlanen Au-
toebaloaziorako Sistema (IAS) module (Castro-Castro
et al., 2008). This module examines the text in order to
determine its complexity based on several criteria such
as the clause number in a sentence, types of sentences,
word types and lemma number among others.

2. Once a sentence has been categorised as complex in
the previous step, Mugak module (a system created
in our group for detecting chunks and clauses) (Ar-
rieta, 2010) will help us in the task of splitting long
sentences into simple ones. Mugak is a general pur-
pose clause identifier that combines rule-based and
statistical-based clause identifiers previously devel-
oped for Basque. It works on the basis of the output
produced by several tools implemented in our group4:

4http://ixa.si.ehu.es/Ixa
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Figure 1: The architecture of system

• Morpho-syntactic analysis: Morpheus (Aduriz
et al., 1998) makes word segmentation and PoS
tagging. Syntactic function identification is made
by Constraint Grammar formalism (Karlsson et
al., 1995).

• Lemmatisation and syntactic function identifi-
cation: Eustagger (Aduriz et al., 2003) resolves
the ambiguity caused at the previous phase.

• Multi-words items identification: The aim is to
determine which items of two or more words are
always next to each other (Ezeiza, 2002).

• Named entity recognition: Eihera (Alegria et
al., 2003) identifies and classifies named-entities
in the text (person, organisation, location).

3. DAR (Deletion and Addition Rules) module includes
a set of rules to perform the necessary deletions of
morphological features and additions of grammatical
elements in the split sentences. For example figure 2,
shows the rule that would be applied to an auxiliary
verb (aux) with a suffix in inessive, we remove the
complementiser and the suffix (ine) and we add the
adverb ordu-INE:

We are defining the basic rules for the treatment of the
phenomena explained in this paper. We are testing 15
rules and this process will be enriched while we go
forward in our linguistic research.

4. ReordR (Reordering Rules) module includes a set of
rules to perform the reordering needed in the created
new sentences.

if aux comp +ine {
remove comp and ine;
add ordu+ine in main clause;
}

Figure 2: A rule for an adverbial temporal sentences

5. Finally, the spell checker for Basque Xuxen (Agirre et
al., 1992) will be applied in order to correct the created
sentences.

6. Treated Phenomena
In the following subsections we give examples of the struc-
tures we have analysed and after them we give their sim-
plifications. We follow the order that this structures have
been explained in (Specia et al., 2008), i.e. apposition,
relative clauses, adverbial subordinated clauses, coordi-
nated clauses, non-inflected verb clauses and passive voice.
In this paper we explain the simplification procedure for
three structures: i) apposition and parenthetical structures,
ii) finite relative clauses and iii) finite adverbial temporal
clauses.
These structures are analysed in more details in (Gonzalez-
Dios and Aranzabe, 2011).

6.1. Apposition and parenthetical structures
These structures give additional information about some-
thing that has been previously mentioned. Following we
explain in (5) and (6) the process proposed for these struc-
tures. Sentences correspond to real text but have been short-
ened for clarity.
The steps for the treatment of (5) are:

1. When splitting we take the nominal group (NG) and
the apposition to make several clauses out of the orig-
inal one. In (5) NG are Jose Maria Aznar and Javier
Arenas and their corresponding appositions are Es-
painiako presidenteak and PPko idazkari nagusia.

2. (a) We remove the apposition out of the original sen-
tence.

(b) Then, we add the copula verb to nominal group
and the apposition, and so a new sentence is built
(as we have here two apposition, two sentences
will be built).

3. To reorder the elements in the sentence that has been
built we follow this pattern:

NG(subj) apposition(pred) copula

The ordering of the new sentences will be according to
the order the appositions had in the original sentence
(b) and (c) but the main clause in the original sentence
will be the first one (a).



4. To check that the new sentences are grammatically
correct and fix the punctuation by means of XUXEN.

(5) Pankarta eraman zuten, besteak beste, Jose
Maria Aznar Espainiako presidenteak eta
Javier Arenas PPko idazkari nagusiak.

The President of Spain Jose Maria Aznar and the
Secretary-general of PP Javier Arenas carried the
placard among others.

And those are the simplified sentences (a), (b) and (c):

a. Pankarta eraman zuten, besteak beste, Jose
Maria Aznarrek, eta Javier Arenasek.

Jose Maria Aznar and Javier Arenas, carried the
placard among others.

b. Jose Maria Aznar Espainiako presidentea
da.

Jose Maria Aznar is President of Spain.
c. Javier Arenas PPko idazkari nagusia da.

Javier Arenas is Secretary-general of PP.

For parenthetical structures (6), we should repeat the pro-
cess explained before. Sometimes we should retrieve the
previously mentioned information as well to replace an
elided element.

(6) Hala ere, badirudi Sabino (Badajozetik
fitxatuta), Moha (Barcelona B-tik) eta Aitor
Ocio (Athleticek utzita) ez direla aurtengo
fitxaketa bakarrak izango.

However, it seems that Sabino (signed up from
Badajoz), Moha (from Barcelona B) and Aitor Ocio
(transferred from Athletic Bilbao) are not going to be
the only signings.

And those are the simplified sentences (a), (b), (c) and
(d):

a. Hala ere, badirudi Sabino, Moha, eta Aitor
Ocio ez direla aurteko fitxaketa bakarrak
izango.

However, it seems that Sabino, Moha and Aitor
Ocio are not going to be the only signings.

b. Sabino Badajozetik fitxatua da.

Sabino is signed up from Badajoz.
c. Moha Barcelona Btik fitxatua da.

Moha is signed up from Barcelona B.
d. Aitor Ocio Athleticek utzita da.

Aitor Ocio is transfered from Athletic.

By simplifying the appositions this way the meaning of
several entities will be ipso facto explained. Anyway, it
would be necessary to explain the other entities in sen-
tences, which are not appositions, if our target audience
were humans (foreigners, second language learners, peo-
ple lacking general knowledge). Sentences similar to the

one presented here (with named-entities, references to per-
sons, places etc.) could be enriched by facilitating access
to Wikipedia5. This could be useful in a future proposal.

6.2. Relative clauses
Contrary to other subordinated clauses, relative clauses
modify a noun and not a verb. There are different rela-
tivisation strategies in Basque: ordinary embedded relative
clauses and appositive and extraposed relatives with rela-
tive pronouns (Oiarzabal, 2003). We consider that both can
be simplified the same way. Sentence (7) is an example of
the first strategy (ordinary embedded).

1. We split the sentence into relative clause and main
clause. Mugak produces this output.

(a) We will remove the complementiser.

(b) We will copy the substantive they modified (the
antecedent). In (7) the antecedent is Ollanta Moi-
ses Humala teniente koronelak. We will add
the substantive to the previously removed rela-
tive clause, in the place of PRO6, building a new
simple sentence. We have to take into account the
inflection case that the antecedent will have in the
new sentence and give it the case that PRO has.
If the clause is introduced by a relative pronoun,
we use its inflection.

2. The subordinated clause will be left as it was, after
having removed the complementiser.

3. To order the sentences we will keep the order they
have in the original (relt (a) + main (b)).

This sentence (7) also presents an apposition linked to Al-
berto Fujimori, so in this case the treatment defined for ap-
positions should be applied (here we just focused on finite
relative clauses).

(7) JOAN den igandeaz geroztik Alberto Fujimori
Peruko presidentearen aurka altxamendu
militar bat gidatzen ari den Ollanta Moises
Humala teniente koronelak ez du uste
bakarrik dagoenik (...)

Since last Sunday Lt. Cr. Ollanta Moises Humala
who is leading a military uprise against Peru
president Alberto Fujimori does not think that he is
alone.
And those are the simplified sentences (a) and (b):

a. Joan den igandeaz geroztik Alberto
Fujimori Peruko presidentearen aurka
altxamendu militar bat gidatzen ari da
Ollanta Moises Humala teniente koronela.

Since last Sunday Lt. Cr. Ollanta Moises Humala
is leading a military uprise against Peru president
Alberto Fujimori.

5http://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Azala
6Phonetically null but syntactically active element



b. Ollanta Moises Humala teniente koronelak
ez du uste bakarrik dagoenik (...)

Lt. Cr. Ollanta Moises Humala does not think
that he is alone.

This will be the simplification of the most common finite
relative clause type in Basque.

6.3. Adverbial temporal clauses
Adverbial clauses are adjuncts that specify relations like
time, place, cause, consequence...with a reference to a main
verb. As they constitute a heterogeneous group, we have
decided to begin our experiment with the finite temporal
adverbial clauses, and in the future we will expand our re-
search.

1. So, we will split the original sentence (8).

2. The original main sentence will only be changed by
adding an adverb (in (8) orduan) and by removing the
subordinated clause. The subordinated will be left as
the original, after having removed the complementiser
and the suffix, which are attached to the auxiliary verb
in case of periphrastic verbs, or to the main verb if the
verb is synthetic.

The element we add will be built this way: ordu-
SUFFIX. The suffix is the one that is in the verb of
the subordinated clause after the complementiser.

3. The problem with these clauses will be the ordering of
new sentences and it will be more problematic if there
are anaphoric elements. Meanwhile we have decided
to keep the order the clauses in the original sentence,
and if there is more than a subordinate clause, to put
the former subordinated before the main clause, when
they become simple sentences. In (8) both ordering
have the same effect (a) and (b).

4. The new sentences will be corrected, if necessary, and
punctuated.

(8) erabakia hartu behar izan zuenean, ez zuen
inolako zalantzarik izan don Polikarpo
Gogorzak.

’When he/she/it needed to decide, Sir Polikarpo
Gogorza had no doubt.’

The simplified sentences are (a) and (b):

a. Erabakia hartu behar izan zuen.

’He/she/it needed to decide.’
b. Orduan, ez zuen inolako zalantzarik izan

don Polikarpo Gogorzak.

’Then/in that time Sir Polikarpo Gogorza had no
doubt.

We think that the procedure we have presented here will be
useful for other adverbial clauses.

7. Example
We will explain here the process explained in section 4.
Sentence (9) has the three phenomena we have presented
in this paper. The changes we want to point out are un-
derlined. We use the glosses in order to illustrate the mor-
phologhical process properly, when needed.
Let us explain some morpho-syntactic aspects of the sen-
tence (9) before showing the simplification steps:
There are 5 verbs in sentence (9), and each one builds a
clause. The main verb is da, therefore it builds the main
clause. The verb dute is main too, but in our analysis sys-
tem it is dependent on the substantive it is referring to as
apposition. The periphrastic verbs igurtzitzen ditugunean
and sortzen den build subordinated clauses, and contrary to
gertatu they are inflected. The non-inflected verb gertatu
will be simplified although it is not treated in this approach.
It will be treated when we treat non-inflected verbs.7

1. Spliting: Each verb forms a clause and they will be
separated from the original one.
Temporal adverbial clause: (S Metalak igurtzitzen
ditugunean S)
Non-finite verb concessive clause: (S nahiz eta
kargen bereizketa berdin gertatu S)
Relative clause: (S sortzen den S)
Main clause: (S partikulen mugimendua oso erraza
da material hauetan S)
Apposition: (S eroankortasun elektriko haundia dute
S)

2. Reconstruction: Two steps are performed:

(a) Removing: The complementisers (-(e)n) and
suffixes in subordinated clauses (-(e)an).
(S Partikulen mugimendua sortzen da s)
(S Metalak igurtzitzen ditugu S)
(S sortzen da S)

(b) Adding: Adverbs and nominal groups in simple
sentences.
(S Orduan partikulen mugimendua oso erraza da
material hauetan S)
material hauek (S eroankortasun elektriko haun-
dia dute S)

3. Reordering: This step is not needed in this sentence.
(S Metalak igurtzitzen ditugu S)
(S partikulen mugimendua sortzen da S)
(S Orduan nahiz eta kargen bereizketa berdin gertatu,
partikulen mugimendua oso erraza da material
hauetan S)
(S material hauek eroankortasun elektriko haundia
dute S)

7IMPF=imperfective, GEN=genitive, ERG=ergative
ABS=Absolutive



Figure 3: Tree of original sentence in example (9)

(9) Metalak
Metal-ABS.PL

igurtzitzen
rub-IMPF

ditugunean,
aux-ABS3PL.ERG1PL.COMP.INE

nahiz eta
although

kargen
charge-GEN

bereizketa
separation-ABS

berdin
equal

gertatu,
happen-PRF

sortzen
create-IMPF

den
aux-ABS3SG.COMP(REL)

partikulen
particle-GEN

mugimendua
movement-ABS

oso
grad

erraza
easy-ABS

da
is

material
material

hauetan
det-INE

(eroankortasun
conductivity-ABS

elektriko
electrical

haundia
big

dute).
have.

’When we rub metals, although charge separation happens equally, the particle movement that is generated is very
easy in these materials (they have a high electrical conductivity).

4. Correction and Adequation:

Correct sentences can be seen glossed in (10) and the
trees in figure 4. Sentences have been punctuated and
a non standard verb igurtzitzen and a non standard ad-
jective haundia have been corrected (standardised) in
this step.

(10) a. Metalak
Metal-ABS.PL

igurzten
rub-IMPF

ditugu.
auxABS3PL.ERG1PL

’We rub metals.’

b. Partikulen
Particle-GEN

mugimendua
movement-ABS

sortzen
generate-IMPF

da.
aux-3SG

’The particle movement is generated’

c. Orduan,
Then(hour-INE)

nahiz eta
although

kargen
charge-GEN

bereizketa
separation-ABS

berdin
equal

gertatu,
happen-PRF

partikulen
particle-GEN

mugimendua
movement-ABS

oso
grad

erraza
easy-ABS

da
is

material
material

hauetan.
det-INE

’Then although charge separation happens
equally, the particle movement is very easy in
these materials.’

d. Material
conductivity-ABS

hauek
electrical

eroankortasun
big

handia
have

dute.

’These materials have a high electrical
conductivity.’

At the end of the simplification process, the tree in figure 3
becomes 4 trees that we can see in figure 4. The inserted
elements are ovals, main verbs are squares, and other con-
stituents are triangles.

8. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an approach for building a
TS system for the Basque language, proposing an architec-
ture and explaining simplification proposals for apposition
and parenthetical structures, finite relative clauses and finite
temporal clauses.
The approach is based on the linguistic study we have per-
formed on long sentences taken from two corpora (EPEC
and Consumer).
Similarly to other studies (Specia et al., 2008) our analy-
sis leads us to detect the sentence structures susceptible of
being simplified.
Although our first motivation was to produce simple sen-
tences to help in advanced applications such as machine
translation, we think that this study is valid for other pur-
poses: education, foreign language learners and so on.
Most of the tools that are proposed in this work have been
developed for general purposes and we are reusing them.
Besides, we have evaluated them while we looked at the



Figure 4: Tree of simplified sentences in example (10)

way to adapt them for our purpose. In this evaluation pro-
cess we have concluded that IAS and Mugak are useful and
that they can be a module of our architecture.
In any case, applying these rules we propose we get shorter
sentences (Gonzalez-Dios and Aranzabe, 2011), which are
translated automatically more easily, without losing the
original meaning.
Although we have focused on syntactic simplification in
this approach, it is important not to forget that in the fu-
ture we should work on lexical simplification and text adap-
tation like proposed in (Siddharthan, 2006). We should
remark as well that a part of this syntactic simplification
approach is based on morphological constituents, which is
necessary for high inflection languages like such a Basque.
It is important to mention too that the operations and the
steps we make are similar to those which are made in
other languages e.g. Portuguese (Specia et al., 2008), even
though the tipology is different.
For the future, we should continue with this task by
analysing other structures, improving the rules and their or-
dering, testing other methods (Woodsend and Lapata, 2011)
(Siddharthan, 2011) using our dependency-based parsers
(Aranzabe, 2008) (Bengoetxea et al., 2011), adapting the
rules according to target audience etc.
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